SIYUAN LUAN
CHINESE ZHENG

WITH
BEN DUMBAULD, PERCUSSION
JEREMY JARVIS, PERCUSSION
YANHUA DING, PIANO

GRADUATE RECITAL SERIES
RECITAL HALL
TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 2006 • 7:30 P.M.
PROGRAM

High Mountain and Flowing Water  Traditional

The Tune of Qin Mulberry  Yajia Zhou

Fantasia  Jianming Wang

**There will be a 10-minute intermission**

Hearing the Sound of Raindrop Falling  Traditional

Down to the Plantain

The Eternal Sorrow of Lin’an  Zhanhao He

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

In respect for the performers and those audience members around you, please turn all beepers, cell phones and watches to their silent mode. Thank you.
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Brady Cullum, Ingrid Israel, Kevan Nymeyer

Usher Cadre
Eric Damashek, Anthony Garcia, Matthew Peterson, Kimberly Poll, Leeann Skoda
Justin Vargas, Xi Wang
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